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WHY EQUAL PROTECTION?
The Constitution says, “No state shall deny to
any person the equal protection of the laws.”1
Politicians who oppose equal protection for
babies before birth either don’t really believe
that a fetus is a person, made in the image of
God, or they are okay with violating the
Constitution.
Equal protection just means following the
Golden Rule—do unto others as you would
have others do unto you.2 Equal protection
just means obeying the Royal Law—the
second greatest commandment—love your
neighbor as yourself.3 Equal protection just
means that the same laws protecting
preschool children and any other born person
from being murdered should also protect
preborn children from the same thing.
The current Texas Penal Code defines
“person” to include “individual” and defines
“individual” to mean “a human being who is
alive, including an unborn child at every
stage of gestation from fertilization until
birth.”4 HB 948 in 2017, HB 896 in 2019, and
HB 3326 in 2021 would have simply gotten
rid of the abortion exception for homicide.
This would have made the same homicide
laws protecting born people protect people
before birth. No one who truly believes that a
fetus is a person should have any problem
with that.
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Even the U.S. Supreme Court agrees. As it
said in the majority opinion of Roe v. Wade,
“When Texas urges that a fetus is entitled to
Fourteenth Amendment protection as a
person, it faces a dilemma... [I]n Texas, the
woman is not a principal or an accomplice
with respect to an abortion upon her. If the
fetus is a person, why is the woman not a
principal or an accomplice?”5 Actions speak
louder than words. We can claim to believe
that preborn babies are persons, but until
we’re willing to act like it, we’re going to
continue losing.
God commands civil officials to do justice.6
He specifically tells them to give justice to
the fatherless.7 God also forbids officials
from showing partiality8 and from perverting
the justice due to the fatherless.9 Ultimately,
denying equal protection violates God’s clear
commands to civil officials, as well as the
Golden Rule and the second greatest
commandment.
Politicians who oppose equal protection want
to discriminate against babies who are not yet
born. Those politicians do not want the laws
protecting their own lives to also protect the
lives of babies before birth. “Laws to protect
me, but not for thee.” We need to repent of
this sin and demand that our elected officials
do the same.
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